HANDS ON TASKS:
NEW INTERFACE
Your task is to build a website that is as close to finished as possible
within the next hour. While you build the website in the new interface,
don’t forget to complete the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a new page where you do the following:
Add a new row and adapt it to the page
Replace the footer
Add animations on the page
Change overall visual identity of the site
Let loose and sharpen your site

Brief: Your SMB customer

Industry: Law firm
Business owner: Frederik Hansson, Maria Eriksson & Patricia Schultz Law
Business name: Hansson, Eriksson & Schultz Law
Address: Hantverkargatan 50, Stockholm 112 31, Sweden
Phone #: +46 8 421352

Company description:
Hansson, Eriksson & Schultz Law provides specialize legal services to businesses and
individuals. Our team of lawyers are determined and professional, while committed to values
of integrity and justice. Your success is our success, and we’ll help you navigate the legal
landscape.
Their story:
Hansson, Eriksson & Schultz Law was originally founded by Frederik Hansson and Maria
Eriksson in Stockholm, Sweden to provide specialized legal advice to companies and private
clients within the field of a broad range of legal services. Last year, Patricia Schultz joined them
as a partner specializing in European Law.

As business owners, they don’t update their website very often - as they mostly focus on their
ongoing cases. The main purpose of their website is to get new customers, but the only way
customers can get in touch is via email and they struggle to respond quickly and often
potential customers have moved on to another lawyer that answered faster.
They are looking for a website that clearly highlights their services, so that it is easier for
customers to understand if this practice is right for them. They also want a better contact form.

